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Sergei Shchukin – collector  

“ICONS OF MODERN 
ART”. The Shchukin 
Collection - Hermitage 
Museum – Pushkin 
Museum - Show now 
extended to 5 March 2017!  
Pure pictorial dynamite: Icons 
of Modern Art is the perfect 
excuse for a trip to Paris  
The smash-hit Paris show of one the 

world's greatest private collections of 

modern art is to be extended after 

600,000 people flocked to see it in just 10 

weeks. 

"Icons of Modern Art" at the Louis 

Vuitton Foundation features the cream 

of the staggering collection of 250 

paintings put together by Sergei Shchukin  

before the Bolshevik Revolution, which 

had never before been seen outside 

Russia. 

The show includes 29 works by Picasso, 

22 by Matisse, 12 by Gauguin and other 

top-notch Cezannes and Van Goghs that 

the super-rich textile merchant picked up 

on trips to Paris before World War I. 

With 60,000 people a week flocking to the 

spectacular though relatively modest-

sized private gallery designed by Frank 

Gehry, its hours are being extended to 

try to cope with the demand, with doors 

opening seven days a week until 11:00 

pm (2200 GMT) in February. 

In the final week of the extended run, 

which ends on March 5, the foundation 

in the west of the French capital will 

stay open till 1:00 am. 

The gallery -- paid for by the French 

luxury goods tycoon Bernard Arnault -- 

will lay on a breakfast every morning for 

visitors in the final week when doors 

open at 7:00 am, it told AFP. 

Magritte blockbuster 

That could end up amounting to quite a 

mountain of croissants as the show's 

attendance is already outstripping the 

blockbuster "Magritte" exhibit at 

the Pompidou Centre in Paris, which is 

currently pulling in 6,000 people a day. 

As well as the impressionist and post-

impressionist masterpieces, the exhibition 

also includes 30 major pieces from the 

Russian avant-garde suprematist and 

constructivist movements, loaned by the 

Tretyakov State Gallery in Moscow and 

the Russian Museum in St Petersburg. 

Shchukin, who fled Russia for France 

after the revolution, had a particularly 

close relationship with Henri Matisse, 

whom he brought to Moscow in 1911 to 

decorate his palatial home. 

He also commissioned two of the artist's 

most important works, "The Dance" and 

"Music", which are the centrepieces of the 

Paris show, curated by the former head of 

the city's Picasso Museum, Anne 

Baldassari. 

Lenin himself signed the decree to 

expropriate the works, before Stalin 

scattered the collection to museums in 

Moscow and St Petersburg, 

condemning some of the greatest 

masterpieces of 20th-century art as 

"bourgeois and cosmopolitan". 

The exhibition is the fruit of years of 

negotiations between LVMH boss 

Arnault and the Russian authorities, with 

a partnership agreement signed last year 

between the foundation and the 

Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg 

and Moscow's Pushkin Museum. 

www.louisvuittonfoundation.com 
 
 

A VISIT 
I and pal Val made a special trip to Paris 

to visit this exhibition.   Despite the 

freezing cold of minus 2, and the 

problems of getting to the Vuitton 

Foundation in the Bois de Boulogne – 

there is a Navette from Ave.Friedland, by 

the Arc de Triomphe, only €1, however it 

attracts a huge queque – plus one needs 

to get there well ahead of the time one 

has bought a ticket for, in order to line up 

yet again – despite all this the Exhibition 

is totally worth it, stunning beyond 

words, featuring some wonderful early 

Picassos, superb Matisse works, and the 

Gauguins, to die for.  

Friend Anna who made a short one day 

trip from London via Eurostar to visit the 

show, also said it was the most ‘’totally 

enriching’’ experience. 

Believe me this Exhibition is a ‘Once in a 

Lifetime Show.’  Few others apart from 

multi millionaires, the likes of Bernard 

Arnault can afford to put something like 

this together. 

So my heartfelt thanks to millionaire 

Arnault, who gave Paris, and its visitors a 

totally unique, and superb Exhibition.   

And thanks also, to collector Shchukin, in 

memorium,  for having been so avant-

guarde and intrepid, as to put together 

this superb collection.  

Normally I am extremely critical of 

French reastaurant cuisine as of late, and 

the trends that have afflicted it, micro 

wave cuisine etc, but on our visit we 

seemed to luck out.  In beastly, freezing 

cold weather, after the Exhibition, I led us 

to a small brasserie, where pal Val, lucky 

her, started with a plate of oysters, I made 

do with gambas, and we then both filled 

up with a delicious stomach warming, 

hearty, winter defying onion soup (only 

€9)!  Another time we lucked out in a 

nice, still genuine restaurant off Rue de 

Buci, with a superb, hearty, cockle 

warming, nourishing blanquette de veau, 

one of its’ plat de jour, it was a delight, 

full of leeks, mushrooms and the most 

wonderful unctious sauce and tender 

veal. 

Our last meal at a rather trendy Italian 

restaurant near Odeon, which offered as 

one of their plat de jour, turbot in lemon 

sauce, was delicious beyond words.   

However we always got knocked out by 

price of wine, one is just not used to 

paying that much for wine. Still we had a 

great time in freezing weather.  
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ROUTE OF THE MIMOSA 
FESTIVAL  
BORMES-LES-MIMOSAS RAYOL-
CANADEL-SUR-MER SAINTE-
MAXIME SAINT-RAPHAËL 
MANDELIEU-LA-NAPOULE 
TANNERON PEGOMAS GRASSE 
The Route du Mimosa stretches 130 km, 

extending from Bormes-les-Mimosas to 

Grasse. This scenic route, recommended 

from January to March is typically the 

symbol of Côte d'Azur which offers 

winter in a mild climate, a sort of itinerant 

vacation between azure blue and 

sunshine yellow.  It all started 28 january 

at Bormes les Mimosa, with its annual 

Mimosalia.  Look up the events that are 

happening all along this route via 

http://routedumimosa.com/agenda/ 

 
 

 

NICE CARNAVAL – ROI 
DE L’ÉNERGIE 
11 – 25 FEBRUARY 
The main winter event on the Riviera is 

one of the largest carnivals in the world.  

The carnival processions, comprising 17 

floats work their way up to a crescendo of 

gigantic celebrations on the Place 

Masséna.  This year, the King will be 

‘King of Energy". A theme which opens 

all perspectives.  These giant, colourful 

parades take place day and night, with 

entertainment provided by over 1,000 

musicians and dancers from across the 

world. 

www.nicecarnaval.com 

 

MENTON – FETE DU 
CITRON 
11 FEBRUARY – 1 MARCH  
Theme – Broadway! 
BENEATH THE ZEST OF 
ORANGES AND LEMONS LIES 
ONE OF THE WORLD’S 
GREATEST FESTIVALS  
La Fête du Citron® is an unique event in 

the world, and attracts  240,000 visitors 

every year!  With processions of floats, 

gardens of lights and the exhibition of 

giant designs, one can discover this 

fantasy world, and move to the rhythm of 

a simply unforgettable event.  More than 

300 professionals work on the project and 

145 tons of citrus fruits are used. 

11th February to 1st March: Visit the 

Jardins Biovès – an exhibition of citrus 

motifs 

12th February at 2.30pm: Corso aux Fruits 

d’Or – (Golden Fruits Parade) 

16th February at 9pm: Corso Nocturne – 

(Night-parade) – followed by fireworks 

17th February at 8.30pm: Les Jardins de 

Lumières – (The Gardens of Lights)19th 

February at 2.30pm: Corso aux Fruits 

d’Or – (Golden Fruit Parade) 

23rd February at 9pm: Corso Nocturne – 

(Night-parade) – followed by fireworks 

24th February at 8.30pm: Les Jardins de 

Lumières – (The Gardens of Lights) 

26th February at 2.30pm Corso aux Fruits 

d’Or – (Golden Fruit Parade) 

www.fete-du-citron.com 

 

OPERA DE TOULON 
CONCERT 3 FEBRUARY 
20H 
Miroirs D’Orchestre  

With Vanessa Wagner, piano 
& Orchestre Symphonique 
de l Ópera de Toulon .  
 

4 FEBRUARY 20H30  – 
THEATRE  
«LE SYNDROME DE 
L’ÉCOSSAIS» – Comedy  
With Thierry Lhermitte, Bernard 

Campan, Christiane Millet, Florence 

Darel 

www.operadetoulon.fr & 04 94 92 70 78 

 

 
 

FILMS IN VO – 
LORGUES  
Sunday 05 fFebruary: 18h 00 - The 

Great Wall with Matt Damon 

Sunday 12 February : 18h 00 A 

Monster calls  

Sunday 19 February: 18h 00 Live by 

the night – with Ben Affleck 

Sunday 26 February: 18 h 00 La La 

Land  
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IN FAVOUR OF 

FLAVOUR  

By  TRENCHERMAN  

Normally I am not in favour of over 

complicated food, dishes which take 

longer for the waiter to explain to you 

than it takes to eat them, when the ritual 

of serving them takes on a semi religious 

rite, where you are expected to be in awe 

of the privilege you are experiencing. 

  In fact ‘normally’ does not quite cover it: 

‘actually’ is closer to the truth, or perhaps 

I should say, ‘alternative truth’. The new 

improved way of lying and apparently 

getting away with it. 

  It was Tony Blair and his cronies who 

institutionalised lying and made it, if not 

quite acceptable, at least expected. In the 

same way, the Michelin has encouraged 

the kind of cooking which has little to do 

with eating out and more to do with food 

blagging, dinner party boasting, the 

emperors’s new clothes etc. Not, normally, 

my glass of tea. 

  So with no other sustenance that day, 

except, of course, for my early morning 

cup of English Brexit tea, I found myself 

cruising the streets of Nice in search of 

‘Flaveur’ a gastronomic restaurant 

boasting one Michelin star. 

  With the essential help of mein Satz 

Nav, the ever-patient fraulein, directed me 

to a part of Nice until then unknown to 

me. 

  And there opposite an under-

construction Metro station, sits Flaveur, a 

relatively inauspicious looking restaurant. 

  I had heard reports of it for some time 

and needed to find out for myself. 

  I had booked a table and so was greeted 

with warmth and seated in a corner from 

where I could observe the toings and 

goings on.  

  Whilst waiting for the wine list and 

menu, I looked at the décor, clearly a 

serious attempt to be distinctive, and in 

that sense, a triumph; the beautifully 

crafted jigsaw cut outs of fish, heads and 

bones, were carried out by a renowned 

Niçoise designer, too young to have 

visited the Festival of Britain, but who 

had something to say anyway. As the 

lunch went on, the décor grew on me. 

  The restaurant was opened some years 

ago by two brothers, Gael and Mickael 

Tourteaux, and a friend; it was to provide 

freshness from the market and 

outstanding tastes, no nonsense cuisine in 

a highly original décor. 

  Well, two out of three ‘aint bad. 

  The menu, which arrived quickly, is a 

slip of brown paper, which looks as if it 

contains student notes from a chemistry 

lesson, not helpful, and dare I say 

pretentious? 

  It also suggests four menus, three of 

which include wine. Three services at 75 

Euros, four services at 90 Euros, or the 

menu Toutes latitudes for 130 Euros: 

happily there was a menu Dejeuner, for a 

mere 58 Euros. 

  My mood and expectations improved 

with the wine list, upon which I found a 

Chateau Neuf to ease my expected pain. 

  Our waiter was turning out to be a 

friend, and seeing the vacant look on my 

face as the first amuse bouche was 

elegantly laid in front of us, he patiently 

took us through the complexities of what 

was not much more than a mouthful, we 

tentatively tasted it and as I looked into 

the eyes of she who also has an opinion, 

and we silently agreed that it was 

delicious. 

  This was also true of the second amuse 

bouche, and the third and the homemade 

breads and local butter that were brought, 

and the four more amuses bouche that 

arrived after that. 

  Each was a triumph of taste and texture 

and left you in no doubt as to what you 

were eating; the ability to combine 

ingredients in such a way as to create a 

new taste without taking away the 

existing tastes was remarkable, and of 

course each tasting was being created in 

the kitchen in real time.  

  Then my entrée arrived, Seiche, which 

has never been the top of my picks 

because it can so easily be a disaster, 

accompanied by a risotto, it had all the 

tenderness one could ask and the 

freshness could only have been improved 

if I had been lunching on the boat that 

brought it in. 

  The main course was a tribute to 

Gamberoni; the Mignardise that preceded 

the dessert were rich and potentially habit 

forming and the dessert was a perfect 

ending. 

  Of course, when one swings from one 

end of an attitude to the other, you might 

get a little over enthusiastic, but I don’t 

think so.    This was as close as you can 

get to three star cooking at two star prices 

in a one star restaurant. 

  25 Rue Gubernatis, tel: 0493 625 395. 

  A few days later I was in a favourite pub 

in Kent (The Duck at Pett Bottom), 

relaying the story of this extraordinary 

experience, we were seated around a 

roaring fire eating simple and delicious 

English food as it was meant to be and 

washing it down with a magnum of an 

excellent Chianti and I was asked which I 

preferred? 

  The answer was easy, when in Nice, seek 

out fresh flavour and when in Kent, if 

they have sticky toffee pudding for 

dessert, put my name down. 

Pip, pip 

 

 

OPERA NEWS 
By ROBERT TURNBULL  
The opera world breathed a sigh of relief 

last month with the star tenor Jonas 

Kaufmann’s return to the stage after a 

long illness. The occasion was Wagner’s 

Lohengrin at the Paris Opera in a 

somewhat perplexing production by 

Claus Guth, first seen at La Scala in 

December 2012 

By most accounts Kaufmann sang 

cautiously but triumphed nonetheless.  

His delivery was ‘rapt’ and ‘spellbinding’, 

according to Seen and Heard 

International.  
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Many opera singers have been afflicted 

by vocal problems at one stage or 

another.  Nodes on the vocal chords , for 

instance, can be so devastating that an 

operation is required to remove them. 

Many singers have ended their careers 

prematurely after overexertion has led to 

permanent damage or irreversible vocal 

mannerisms.   Maria Callas was among 

them.  

In Kaufmann’s case, it was a burst blood 

level, which went undiagnosed for some 

time. After some shaky performances, the 

German began cancelling engagements, 

including a concert of Elgar’s The Dream 

of Gerontius with Barenboim in Berlin, a 

Contes d’Hoffmann in Paris and a new 

production at the Metropolitan Opera 

created especially for him. 

For opera houses, the absence of the 

world’s most bankable tenor causes 

panic. Today he is really only superstar 

who has the weight and pulling power 

once attributed to Pavarotti. They depend 

on him. Kaufmann issued a charming 

public apology, thanking those who had 

wished him a speedy recovery on 

Facebook “from the bottom of my heart.” 

The long rest that ensued also affected his 

bank balance after a rather painful and 

expensive divorce back in 2014. 

Kaufmann has three children. 

Kaufmann has everything, apparently. 

Good looks, a warm rich legato voice, an 

easy-going manner and acting ability rare 

in a singer. As a German, he is reliable 

and hard-working, and above all, he is 

not fat! And as a crooner- who-crosses-

over he is extremely versatile, he is 

equally at home in Rodgers and 

Hammerstein as he is in Puccini.  

Yet for all his attributes there is 

something slightly manufactured about 

his style. Phrases can be, are preciously 

over finessed, the colouring of top notes 

almost calculated to impress.  In some 

repertory this works well. In Wagner, 

tenors traditionally belted out top notes 

as if they were weapons of mass 

destruction. It’s a blitzkrieg.  Kaufmann 

brings refinement, even elegance to 

strapping Teutonic heroes like Siegmund 

or Lohengrin who so inspired Hitler. 

Recent excursions into Italian repertory 

has exposed a certain vulnerability, 

however, partly because he has taken on 

roles once commanded by the 

irreplaceable Placido Domingo. Those 

who remember the Mexican singing Des 

Grieux in Manon Lescaut, Rodolfo in La 

Boheme, Verdi’s Don Carlo, or Samson in 

Samson et Dalilah can’t help but feel 

slightly short-changed. Domingo’s 

natural affinity with these roles and the 

passion with which he inhabited them, 

has not been matched since. 

Yet, all is not lost. Perhaps Domingo’s 

most famous and demanding role – Otello 

in Verdi’s glorious opera – Kaufmann has 

steered clear of…. until now. All eyes and 

ears will be focused on him when he 

returns to the Royal Opera in June to 

make his first ever attempt at the Moor. 

The omens are good. Kaufmann 

attempted the act 1 duet with soprano 

Anja Harteros at the Bavarian State Opera 

in 2012, and the results were pretty 

impressive. Indeed he may emerge as the 

next great Otello, after Vinay, Vickers, 

Domingo and Martinelli.  

 

 
 

WELL HOORAY FOR 
PRIME MINISTER 
MAY – SHE REALLY 
TOLD THEM, AND 
HOW! 
Yes it will be difficult, But not 
impossible.  As she said 
“”No deal is better than a 
Bad deal for Britain” and she 
has shown that she is 
prepared to walk away from a 
Bad Deal!  Hooray ! 
And realistically how bad are things for 

the UK, business is booming, Investment 

is booming, there is low unemployment, 

all the Doom and Gloom forecasts by all 

the “experts” have come to nought, even 

Mark Carney, Director of the Bank of 

England has admitted to his Michael Fish 

Moment!   Ah well.  

American Joe Schoendorf, a partner at 

venture capital firm Accel, on a TV CNBC 

hosted event, said Brexit could boost 

Britain’s technology sector.   Mr 

Schoendorf said billions could be invested 

once Britain is free of EU red tape 

”I think if you had to pick one country to 

invest in Europe today, you'd pick Great 

Britain … and the reason you'd do it is 

because of Brexit”” 

“”And the best thing the American 

Government had done was to leave 

Silicon Valley strictly alone!”” 

So despite all the threats, bullying 

statements, intransigence from EU 

officials, all now in total paranoia, mainly 

at the thought of the cash they will now 

have find to plug the EU financial budget 

hole  - they are threatening and planning 

tax hikes, hikes on VAT, petrol, etc - and 

threatening disaster for the UK,  

It all sounds increasingly hollow, as 

cracks and fissures appear in alliances, 

and the threat of elections hang over 

several EU countries. 

One of the most telling diagrams (see 

below)illustrating their dilemma is the 

following from Bloomberg and quoted by 

Guido Fawkes, aka Paul Staines in his 

blog:  As he points out the ‘’EU Faces 

Funding Cliff Edge’’ - All this talk of 

Brexit being a cliff edge for Britain 

ignores the other side of the coin, it is a 

funding cliff edge for the EU. Excluding 

Germany, Britain’s contribution is more 

than the total net contribution of the 26 

other EU states combined. Add up the 

debits and credits of every member state 

from France to Poland bar Germany and 

it comes to a figure less than Britain’s EU 

contribution. Britain’s exit will be a massive 

budget hit to the EU… 

Guido has been saying since the 

referendum that this will be the year 

world opinion will shift from “What the 

hell have the Brits done?” to “The EU is in 

trouble without Britain.” Mark Carney said 

similar.  ……that a bad deal or no deal could 

see the UK stop the flow of pounds 

immediately. That is the EU’s budgetary cliff 

edge… 

Denmark has already indicated its 

willingness to sign up for a trade deal 

with the UK, Norway is also lining up,as 

have many other countries, despite EU 

officials saying “”Oh NO, you can’t””  

except countries will.     

I’ll bet other Scandinavian countries willl 

quickly follow suit, several of them have 
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indicated their distaste for the bullying 

tactics and diktats of Brussels.  

It all reminds me somewhat of Corporal 

Jones, in Dad’s Army, whose mantra was 

“They don’t like UP them, not at all!” 

Well the EU had better wake up to the 

facts of life and free trade. 

And aside from all the other good health 

trade indicators, Prime Minister May 

already has a trump card in her sleeve – 

President Trump – who has declared 

himself up and willing to sign trade 

agreements. And I really don’t think he is 

going to wait for the EU to give him 

permission!! 

So here’s waiting to hear about all the 

news when Prime Minister May gets back 

from Washington.   And sort of yah Boo 

and Sucks to you to the EU, despite all 

their Jerimiah warnings.  

As Ambrose Evens-Pritchard pointed out 

in his Davos commentary: 

“”The Brexit drama has taken an 

unexpected twist. Britain's strategy of full 

withdrawal from the single market and 

from the EU institutions has been 

remarkably well-received.  Contrary to 

fears in some quarters in Britain, the 

pursuit of a 'clean and hard' Brexit has if 

anything helped to clear the air, greeted 

with a degree of relief by political and 

business leaders in Europe. 

What has changed the mood - apart from 

the passage of time - is the parallel pledge 

by Britain's leaders to stand beside 

Europe as a close strategic and military 

ally, playing its full part in upholding a 

rules-based global architecture.  

There were signs at the World Economic 

Forum in Davos that the anger of recent 

months is slowly draining away, replaced 

by an acknowledgement of Britain's 

distinctive history and character. The 

imperative now is to limit the damage for 

all sides and find a way to make the new 

arrangement work. Not all divorces end 

in hostility. 

For months the agreed script parroted by 

EU ministers from across the 27 states 

was that the UK must not be allowed to 

"cherry-pick" bits of EU membership that 

it wants.   This EU holding strategy was 

never coherent, given that Britain has 

deep military, security, and cultural ties 

with Europe that go far beyond the single 

market. It has now been overtaken by 

events. The new script - with some 

discordant notes from Malta, Slovakia, 

and others with limited experience of 

global statecraft - is that the EU has no 

intention of retribution.  Europeans 

listened with some scepticism to Theresa 

May's speech in Davos, She assured them 

that Brexit was not aimed at the break-up 

of Europe. Some sniffed insincerity. But 

these doubts are lessening as it emerges 

that Mrs May really does intend to 

champion the cause of Nato and the 

integrity of the EU itself in her 

forthcoming talks with US President 

Donald Trump.  Suddenly the value of 

Britain as a mid-Atlantic interlocutor has 

acquired some currency again, and in the 

most surprising way. Her promise to 

champion the EU cause from the outside 

is being seen in European capitals as the 

first step in a new British-EU relationship 

that could conceivably be better than at 

any time in recent years. While Mrs May's 

speech to the global elites won only polite 

thin-lipped applause, her pitch for a free-

trading Britain open to the world did 

succeed in shifting the needle of 

perceptions. The Chinese media - heavily 

present in Davos - wrote widely about her 

'charm offensive',  lavishing praise on her 

defence of globalisation. The American 

media has been slower to grasp the point, 

in many cases misled by a reflexive 

conflation of Brexit and the Trump 

phenomenon. Yet the penny is slowly 

dropping. Chancellor Philip Hammond 

stressed in Davos that there was "no anti-

trade rhetoric, no anti-globalist rhetoric" 

in the UK campaign. "One of the tenets of 

the Leave campaign was more trade with 

the rest of the world. It was absolutely the 

opposite of what happened in the US," he 

said. 

Mr Hammond was something of a hit in 

Davos, gamely taking part in two hard-

hitting seminars. Most striking was the 

friendly tone from Germany, doubly so 

coming from the famously irascible 

Wolfgang Schauble, the country's super-

finance minister. He has clearly found a 

soul-mate of sorts in the British 

Chancellor. They are both serious men. 

"Phil Hammond and myself, we totally 

agree,  we have to manage this decision 

by the British people in the best way. The 
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UK remains a very important partner and 

we will do whatever we can," he said.  

"We have to minimize the damage for the 

United Kingdom and Europe. The 

German government will work in the 

negotiations always in this direction, to 

minimize any risk for both of us," he 

said.  

Mr Schauble is scarcely a man given to 

shallow romanticism. He is doggedly 

determined and hard-headed. He warned 

that the coming talks with Britain will not 

be a bed of roses. What looks hopeful, 

however, is that the worst poison of 

Anglo-European relations may at last 

have been drawn.” 

No, Theresa May’s Davos speech was not 

met with resounding applause, but it was 

listened to very seriously. 

Incidentally there was an interesting 

article in Der Spiegel International, 

online, see: 

www.spiegel.de/international/europe/th

eresa-may-promises-a-glorious-brexit-

future-a-1130529.html 

 I Want, I Want, I Want 
”Theresa May wanted to show a friendly 

yet tough face to her country's European 

allies. But her Brexit speech showed one 

thing above all: The British prime 

minister is blind to reality.  

Article by a certain Christoph 

Scheuermann.” It was a totally negative, 

typical EU and and totally unobjective, 

perhaps German response both to Prime 

Minister May’s Lancaster House speech, 

and her speech at the Davos G20. 

What was fascinating was the response 

this totally biased article drew, virtually 

all, 99% unfavourable, and pointing 

many errors of fact, interpretation, 

picking the article apart line by line. 

 
 
 

BBC BIAS 
One particular reporting scandal which 

might entertain you, and be somewhat 

illuminating, the BBC is heavily biased in 

all its reporting pro EU,and guess what, 

they have been in receipt of millions, and 

millions of EU funding over recent years, 

before and after the Referendum, for what 

they say opaquely are ‘’projects’’ but 

when challenged will not say what these 

‘’projects’’ are.  They constantly cloak 

themselves under the mantle of Public 

Service Broadcaster, but increasingly are 

coming under greater and greater 

criticism and analysis from Government 

for their biased reporting. 

Well just some weeks ago, a report 

suddenly emerged, and was rushed to 

BBC headlines, print etc. stating that a 

report ‘’leaked’’ from No. 10 stated that 

some 30,000 civil servants would need to 

be recruited to deal with the work of 

Brexit.Some papers doubted this report 

and queried it, the BBC kept on reporting 

this, until it emerged that this so called 

report was entirely fallacious, totally 

fictitious, had not come from No. 10, but 

rather had been concocted by an 

executive (Director?) of Deloittes, one of 

the huge major accountancy firms,   and 

as NO. 10 pointed out, this so called 

report, was just touting for business. 

As a result Deloittes can’t  tender for 

Government contracts for at least six 

months, giving alll their competitors the 

edge, serves them right. But does that 

give you an idea of shoddy, biased 

journalism emanating from the oh so 

sacred BBC. they did not check their 

sources, because they did not want to, the 

story so fitted their bias.  The BBC 

naturally never made an apology, or 

published a retraction.  

 

 

DECEPTION, DENIAL & 
DEUTSCHE ! 
An Italian scandal haunts 
the most important bank in 
Europe! How Deutsche 
Bank Made a $462 Million 
Loss Disappear 
A dubious trade leads to a 
criminal trial for Europe’s most 
important bank. 
By Vernon Silver  and Elisa 
Martinuzzi  19 January 2017,   
From BLOOMBERG BUSINESS 
WEEK  
Readers will remember that in a previous 

issue (November 2016)  I wrote about the 

various problems afflicting,both the major 

German Bank Deusche and the Italian 

Bank Monte des Paschi of Siena, and that 

apart from other problems, Deutsche 

Bank had just then been hit with a huge 

claim by the US Dept. of Justice for $15 

billion, in settlement of sub prime 

mortgage misdoings of 2008 – an affair 

Deutsche has just settled in the last days 

of the Obama Presidency for the sum of 

$7.2 billion – that both banks were facing 

prosecution in Milan later in the year over 

falsifying of accounts. Following the US 

DOJ settlement Deutsche announced the 

cancellations of all bonuses. 

One wonders what is in store at the end 

of this new case.  Plus in the past few 

days Deutsche has been hit by another 

court case:  

Jewish Trust Sues Deutsche 

Bank For $3 Billion 

According to Bloomberg, the lawsuit 

claims the bank refuses to return the 

funds initially deposited by the Wertheim 

family in accounts opened at what is now 
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Credit Suisse Group AG before the rise of 

the Nazis in Germany. Those accounts 

were later transferred to Deutsche Bank, 

according to the complaint filed (January 

2017) in federal court by Wertheim Jewish 

Education Trust LLC.   Deutsche Bank has 

“refused to cooperate with the heirs of the 

Wertheim family fortune in the recovery 

and return of the monies that they are 

withholding from the rightful heirs,” and 

preventing the use of the funds for 

charitable and other purposes, according 

to the complaint filed in Fort Lauderdale.  

Well the chickens are still coming home 

to roost, and Bloomberg has just 

published the following article relating 

to this Milan court case, as follows.   

Fascinating.    

“”On Dec. 1, 2008, most of the world’s 

banks were still panicking through the 

financial crisis. Lehman Brothers had 

collapsed. Merrill Lynch had been sold. 

Citigroup and others had required 

multibillion-dollar bailouts to survive. 

But not every institution appeared to be 

in free fall. That afternoon, at the London 

outpost of Deutsche Bank, the stolid-

seeming, €2 trillion German powerhouse, 

a group of financiers met to consider a 

proposal from a team led by a trim, 40-

year-old banker named Michele Faissola. 

The scion of an Italian banking family, 

Faissola was the head of Deutsche’s 

global rates unit, a division that created 

and sold financial instruments tied to 

interest rates. He’d been studying the 

problems of one of Deutsche’s clients, 

Italy’s Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena, 

which, as the crisis raged, was down €367 

million ($462 million at the time) on a 

single investment. Losing that much 

money was bad; having to include it in 

the bank’s yearend report to the public, as 

required by Italian law, was arguably 

much worse. Monte dei Paschi was the 

world’s oldest bank. It had been 

operating since 1472, not long after the 

invention of the printing press, when the 

Black Death was still a living memory. If 

investors were to find out the extent of its 

losses in the 2008 credit crisis, the 

consequences would be unpredictable 

and grave: a run on the bank, a 

government takeover, or worse. At the 

Deutsche meeting, Faissola’s team said it 

had come up with a miraculous solution: 

a new trade that would make Paschi’s 

loss disappear. 

The bankers in the room had seen some 

financial sleight of hand in their day, but 

the maneuver that Faissola’s staffers 

proposed was audacious. They described 

a simple trade in two parts. For one half 

of the deal, Paschi would make a sure-

thing, moneymaking bet with Deutsche 

Bank and use those winnings to 

extinguish its 2008 trading losses. Of 

course, Deutsche doesn’t give away 

money for free, so for the second half of 

the deal, the Italians would make a bet 

that was sure to lose. But while the first 

transaction was immediate, the second 

would play out slowly, over many years. 

No sign of the €367 million sinkhole 

would need to show up when Paschi 

compiled its yearend financial reports. 

The audience for the proposal that day 

was Deutsche’s global market risks 

assessment committee, a top-level panel 

that reviews transactions with legal, 

regulatory, and reputational 

considerations. Respectively, that means 

asking: Is a given trade within the law? Is 

it within the looser framework of industry 

rules and standards? And even if so, can 

Deutsche pull it off without maiming its 

brand—its basic ability to operate as a 

trustworthy member of the global 

financial system? 

To at least one member of the committee, 

the possibilities of Faissola’s trade seemed 

wondrous. “This is fantastic,” said Jeremy 

Bailey, Deutsche’s European chairman of 

global banking, according to testimony of 

an executive who later recounted the 

exchange for an internal disciplinary 

panel. “You can book a [profit] in front 

and spread losses over time?” Bailey 

added. “We should do it for Deutsche 

Bank.” 

Ivor Dunbar, the meeting’s chairman, 

curbed Bailey’s enthusiasm. “We are not 

discussing [our] balance sheet here,” he 

said. (Bailey, through a spokesman, 

denies he made the remarks.) 

Outside the room, one of Faissola’s 

longtime colleagues was raising questions 

about the deal. William Broeksmit, a 

managing director who specialized in risk 

optimization, was concerned about the 

winner-loser construction. A Chicago-

born son of a United Church of Christ 

minister, Broeksmit had decades earlier 

been a pioneer in interest rate swaps, the 

financial instruments that had rewritten 

the possibilities—and profitability—of 

investment banking. But Broeksmit, 53, 

was also against reckless derivative deals, 

which is how he viewed Faissola’s 

proposal, according to a person familiar 

with his thinking. Eleven minutes after 

the meeting began, Broeksmit e-mailed 

one of its attendees with a warning about 

the Paschi trade and its “reputational 

risks.” 

The message had no effect. When the 

meeting ended after almost 90 minutes, 

Faissola got a go-ahead—setting in 

motion a scandal that has resulted in a 

criminal trial now under way in Milan. A 

judge there has accused Deutsche Bank 

and five former executives, including 

Faissola and Dunbar, of colluding with 

Paschi to falsify its accounts in 2008. 

(None of Deutsche’s top managers at the 

time has been accused of wrongdoing. 

Faissola declined to comment for this 

article, as did both banks. Dunbar didn’t 

respond to requests for comment.) 

Eight years after the financial crisis, the 

stakes could hardly be higher. Being the 

biggest bank in Germany makes Deutsche 

the most important bank in Europe, and 

the Paschi trial is an uncomfortable 

reminder that its operations, already with 

barely enough capital to meet industry 

standards, are threatened by persistent 

scandal. Deutsche is also facing 

investigations into whether it helped 

clients launder billions out of Russia. This 

month the bank agreed to pay $7.2 billion 

to resolve a U.S. probe into its subprime 

mortgage business, admitting it misled 

investors. Deutsche has paid more than 

$9 billion in further fines and settlements 

related to claims of tax evasion; violating 

sanctions against Iran, Libya, Syria, 

Myanmar, and Sudan; rigging the $300 

trillion Libor market; and other alleged 

breaches of the law. 

The strain has intensified concerns about 

Deutsche’s balance sheet, which contains 

one of the world’s largest pots of most-

difficult-to-quantify risk. The bank says 

it’s trimmed some of its exposure, as John 

Cryan, who became chief executive officer 

in 2015, attempts to clean up his 

predecessors’ messes. But if Deutsche 

ever requires government help, such as a 

bailout, the effects could be catastrophic 

for more than shareholders. In recent 

years, as the euro community has faced 

one solvency problem after another in 

Greece, Portugal, and elsewhere, 

Germany’s Angela Merkel has been chief 

scold. She’s insisted on fiscal pain for 

irresponsible actors and pushed for 

banking rules that keep taxpayers from 

picking up the bills again for reckless 

financiers. Her government coming to the 

aid of Deutsche Bank after lecturing 

others on restraint would be the ultimate 

euro zone irony. In a worst-case scenario, 

it could trigger a furor that finally brings 

down the continent’s currency, already 
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made fragile by Brexit, refugees, and the 

rise of nationalist politicians. 

The bank’s deal with Paschi is a 

microcosm of how Deutsche’s embrace of 

derivatives, questionable accounting, and 

slow-walking of regulators have eroded 

the market’s trust to the point that no one 

really knows how close the company is to 

the edge. What exactly happened in the 

days surrounding the December 2008 

meeting in London is key to the Italian 

prosecution. The German financial-

markets regulator, known as BaFin, 

already tried to get to the bottom of the 

matter, commissioning an independent 

audit in January 2014. 

The ensuing report has never been made 

public, but Bloomberg 

Businessweek obtained a copy. It shows 

that auditors asked Faissola what 

happened that afternoon in London. 

Other participants recalled details and 

dialogue, the report says, but Faissola 

drew a blank about the event he’d helped 

run. Broeksmit wasn’t interviewed. On 

Jan. 26, 2014, the day before the audit 

began, his body was found at his 

London home, hanging from a dog 

leash. 

Founded in 1870, Deutsche Bank was for 

most of its existence content to take 

deposits and make loans; in the 1920s it 

participated in the founding of the airline 

Lufthansa and the merger of automakers 

Daimler and Benz. Then, in the 1980s and 

’90s, Deutsche watched as rival lenders in 

London and across the U.S. turbocharged 

profit growth by snapping up boutique 

investment banks and hiring or building 

teams to sell higher-margin financial 

products. To join the bonanza, Deutsche 

in 1995 hired one of its leaders from 

Merrill Lynch: Edson Mitchell, a 

redheaded chain smoker from Maine who 

was nurturing a team of future financial 

leaders. His crew included Broeksmit, the 

swaps innovator, and Anshu Jain, a 

prodigy at selling such risky, fee-laden 

products to hedge funds. Three years 

later, Deutsche made an even more 

emphatic attempt to buy its way into 

investment banking’s culture and profits, 

acquiring Bankers Trust—a New York 

derivatives house notorious for its 

cowboy culture—for about $10 billion. 

If longtime Wall Streeters gawked at first 

at the German interloper, they quickly 

recognized that Deutsche had adopted 

their aggression and then some: Mitchell 

and his deputies expanded Deutsche’s 

London-based investment banking 

operation until it made half the bank’s 

revenue by the turn of the century. 

 
Mitchell didn’t live to see Deutsche 

complete its transformation into a 

financial omnivore. Three days before 

Christmas 2000, he was riding in a small 

Beechcraft Super King Air 200 plane 

along the coast of Maine toward his 

vacation home in Rangeley. The wreckage 

was found the next morning, not far from 

the summit of Beaver Mountain. He was 

47. Afterward, Jain took over as head of 

global markets. One of his deputies was 

Faissola. 

Faissola represented the next generation 

in Deutsche’s investment banking push. 

He was born in 1968 in Sanremo, the 

coastal town whose legendary song 

contest launched the tune Volare, and his 

uncle was president of the Italian banking 

association. While running Deutsche’s 

global rates division in London for Jain, 

Faissola built his own fortune, at times 

earning tens of millions of pounds a year. 

He drew the jealousy of British co-

workers because, as a foreigner, he was 

able to legally avoid U.K. tax on his 

bonuses. Faissola’s town house in Chelsea 

featured an indoor pool. 

In the first years of the millennium, 

Deutsche bankers chased new sources of 

riches around the globe. People who piled 

into uncharted areas or pushed the rules 

were rewarded handsomely. Starting in 

2005, Deutsche traders in Europe, North 

America, and Asia manipulated a 

benchmark interest rate to benefit their 

own derivative bets, according to an 

indictment made public last year in 

federal court in New York City. 

Deutsche’s most profitable derivatives 

trader earned a bonus of almost £90 

million (then $130 million) in 2008 alone. 

Deutsche bankers also increased their 

bonuses in the runup to the crisis by 

creating and selling to clients mortgage 

securities that were marketed as high-

quality investments but were in fact 

loaded with home loans destined to go 

bust. For clients, Deutsche became a go-to 

bank when they wanted risk and 

complexity. 

In May 2002, when it was 530 years old, 

Monte dei Paschi asked Deutsche Bank to 

sell it something complicated. Paschi had 

recently listed its shares on the Italian 

stock exchange and was under pressure 

to grow. It owned a piece of another bank 

known today as Intesa Sanpaolo and 

wanted to convert some of that stake into 

cash for acquisitions, while still benefiting 

from any rise in Intesa’s shares—a kind of 

have-cake-and-eat-it-too arrangement. It 

was exactly the kind of bespoke financial 

product the new, risk-friendly Deutsche 

was growing fat on. The two banks 

created a venture called Santorini 

Investments—essentially, a derivative bet 

in the form of a company. The bet would 

pay off if Intesa shares rose and would 

lose value if they fell. Later restructuring 

made Paschi the sole shareholder. 

The switch meant that in 2008, when bank 

stocks tanked in the worldwide financial 

crisis, Paschi took all of the losses, which 

swelled from €180 million in early 

October to more than €300 million in the 

following weeks. The bank’s own shares 

were on their way to losing half their 

value since the start of the year. If Paschi 

included the Santorini loss in its Dec. 31 

reports, the consequences would be dire: 

Italy’s central bank could take over its 

administration or force a bailout that 

would wrest control from its owners, a 

politically connected Siena foundation. As 

the losses grew, Deutsche executives 

knew time was running out for Paschi to 

find a solution. Having done the first 

deal, they went to Paschi management 

with a proposal for a second that would 

both help the Tuscan bank and be a new 

source of fees for Faissola’s group. On 

Nov. 3 they sent Paschi draft contracts for 

the sure-to-win/sure-to-lose trade that 

straddled the new year. Each prong of the 

bet simply wagered on an index that was 

the exact inverse of the other. Essentially, 

the trade had little economic purpose—

only an accounting one. 

That’s typically a red flag to auditors and 

regulators, and it took almost a month for 

Deutsche to alter the deal so it contained 

a small amount of actual risk. The 

bankers did this by mixing in two interest 

rate triggers—that is, prices to be fed into 

a formula that would determine how 

much money the participants in the trade 

had to pay or receive from each other. But 

that created a slight possibility that Paschi 

could win both sides of the bet. To 

mitigate this potential Deutsche loss—as 

much as €500 million—Deutsche added a 

third trigger. Underlying the now 

complex flowcharts of rates, payments, 

and triggering events was the asset on 

which the transactions were to be based: 
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about €2 billion in Italian government 

bonds. 

 
Further illustrating the incestuousness of 

the deal, Paschi would need to buy the 

bonds and hand them over to Deutsche as 

collateral. Deutsche, for the sake of its 

own accounting, would need to sell the 

bonds to come up with cash that it then 

would give right back to Paschi to pay off 

the Santorini loss. And Paschi would buy 

the bonds in the first place from a third 

bank that had bought them from 

Deutsche. 

By Dec. 1, 2008, Faissola’s group was 

ready to present the deal to Deutsche’s 

risks assessment committee, which sent it 

along to a final bureaucratic stage: the 

market risk management approval 

committee, where Broeksmit had 

influence. Top management had just 

handed Broeksmit broad authority to 

police risk across the firm, rehiring him 

after he’d taken a hiatus as a consultant. 

Michele Foresti, a managing director who 

reported to Faissola, e-mailed Broeksmit 

on Dec. 2, copying his boss. “I understand 

market risk management doesn’t want to 

give us green light to close this 

transaction,” Foresti wrote, noting the 

small chance of a €500 million loss. “I feel 

the risks are important but we should be 

able to manage them, could we sit down 

to discuss as soon as you have 5 mins?” 

Broeksmit’s reply was terse: “I think this 

should be presented to Anshu.” 

Anshu Jain was by then co-head of 

investment banking at Deutsche. Foresti 

sent another e-mail at 3:52 p.m. the next 

day: “still waiting for [committee] 

approval, faissola is in anshu’s office.” 

What, if anything, Jain knew about the 

deal was an avenue later explored in the 

German regulator BaFin’s audit. It found 

no evidence to suggest Jain was aware of 

the transaction and couldn’t conclude 

whether he’d been involved in its 

approval. Jain told the inquiry that he 

wasn’t part of that process, though he 

couldn’t rule out having heard about the 

Paschi transaction in a general meeting. 

Faissola said he couldn’t recall having 

talked with Jain about the transaction. 

Faissola could have been in Jain’s office 

for many reasons. (Jain declined to 

comment for this article. Foresti, who’s a 

defendant in the Milan case, also declined 

to comment.) 

Deutsche’s risk committee signed off on 

the Santorini project by the end of the 

day, after first securing a concession that 

Paschi would sign a memo pledging to 

inform its own auditors about the deal 

and consult its own legal and accounting 

advisers. The two parties executed the 

first part of the trade that night by phone, 

and the rest of the paperwork was signed 

over the following two days. 

The deal allowed Paschi an immediate 

gain of €364.1 million, neutralizing the 

derivative loss. Deutsche netted about €60 

million in fees, according to documents 

seen by Bloomberg Businessweek. 

Internally, the profits were credited to 

Faissola’s unit. 

Deutsche also benefited from the way it 

accounted internally for its side of the 

deal. That complex shuttling of Italian 

bonds? The bank decided that all of the 

back-and-forth maneuvers canceled 

themselves out and did not need to 

appear on its balance sheet. Deutsche 

began to apply the practice to transactions 

around the world, totaling more than $10 

billion that never showed up on its books 

and making the bank look smaller and 

less risky than it really was. In September 

2009, it was Broeksmit again who took 

notice. In an e-mail about a similar deal, 

he wrote that such accounting techniques 

“may be a rounding error at this point, 

but [they are] growing quickly.” 

An anonymous whistle-blower contacted 

Italian authorities and the U.S. Federal 

Reserve about Santorini, and they started 

parallel probes in 2011. In the fourth 

quarter of that year, Deutsche appeared 

to resist the Fed’s questions, and likely 

because of the delays and insufficient 

replies—according to the BaFin audit—

the Fed issued a subpoena in April 2012. 

Jain was promoted to co-CEO the next 

month. He proposed Broeksmit as the 

new chief risk officer, but had to back off 

after BaFin objected, noting that he’d 

never managed a large number of 

employees. Broeksmit retired in February 

2013—out of the bank, but well aware of 

the mounting investigations into the 

Deutsche-Paschi deal. In subsequent 

months he complained to a psychiatrist 

that he was suffering from anxiety about 

being investigated. 

At the same time, Santorini exploded in 

Italy as a national scandal. In January 

2013, Bloomberg News reported that 

Paschi executives had used the deal to 

improperly obscure losses—provoking 

criminal investigations, tanking the 

bank’s stock, and, in February 2013, 

leading to a government bailout of €4.07 

billion. 

 
Among the casualties was David Rossi, 

Paschi’s communications chief. At about 9 

p.m. on March 6, a bank employee 

noticed that Rossi was missing from his 

fourth-floor office. A window had been 

left open. Authorities found Rossi’s body 

in a courtyard below. Rossi, 51, wasn’t 

himself the subject of any inquiries, but 

his home had been searched two weeks 

earlier by police. His death was at first 

ruled a suicide, but the inquest has been 

reopened based on evidence his wife 

presented, including security video that 

shows Rossi fell out backward. 

Several months after Rossi’s death, in 

January 2014, Broeksmit was supposed to 

meet his wife of almost 30 years at a cafe 

near their home in the South Kensington 

neighborhood of London. He didn’t 

show. When she returned home, she 

found his body hanging from the leash 

attached to a door. In a dog bed, he’d left 

suicide notes, including one addressed to 

Jain, his longtime colleague. The New York 

Post reported last year that the note to 

Jain contained an apology. A summary of 

Deutsche Bank’s own review of the 

suicide, seen by Bloomberg Businessweek, 

doesn’t mention the note and says the 

review found no direct link between 

Broeksmit’s death and his work at 

Deutsche. 

BaFin’s auditors interviewed Faissola on 

Aug. 28, 2014. He told them he couldn’t 

recall details of the period in which the 

Santorini deal closed. Faissola also said he 

couldn’t recall telling Deutsche’s lawyers 

in 2012 that the transaction could be 

characterized as“window dressing” 

Paschi’s financials, as another source had 

told the investigators. 

Faissola laid blame on Paschi and 

defended his role. “Nobody could have 

anticipated that the top management of a 

top European bank, fully regulated, with 

credible advisors and auditors, had 

allegedly ‘crooks’ on the board,” he told 

auditors hired by BaFin. Faissola left 

Deutsche Bank in 2015, as did Jain and his 

co-CEO, Jürgen Fitschen. (Neither Jain 
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nor Fitschen is accused in the Italian 

case.) 

In February 2016, Deutsche said BaFin 

had closed its inquiries into Paschi and 

other matters, pointing to changes the 

bank had implemented and further 

measures it planned to take. An overhaul 

of the management board and the 

departure of senior executives 

contributed to the regulator’s assessment 

that the company had done enough, a 

person with knowledge of the matter said 

at the time. 

On Oct. 1, 2016, a judge in Milan handed 

down his indictment in the Santorini 

affair. The trial, which began with an 

initial hearing in December, is expected 

to run throughout 2017.  

Doubts about the financial health of 

Deutsche Bank have eased, but the stock 

is still about 80 percent below its 2007 

high, and with legal costs uncertain, 

management hasn’t ruled out needing to 

raise more capital. New CEO Cryan is 

expected to introduce a strategy as soon 

as February, when the bank announces its 

final 2016 results, which analysts estimate 

will barely show a profit. Brought in to 

right the ship, Cryan has been contrite. 

“We didn’t always control ourselves,” he 

said at a Davos panel on Jan. 17. And 

those big bonuses? Gone. Senior 

employees won’t be getting any for the 

last year. 

Meanwhile, Paschi is about to be 

nationalized in the biggest bank takeover 

by the state since the 1930s. And Faissola 

has kept busy. After his resignation he 

founded an investment company, based 

in Jersey in the Channel Islands, called 

F.A.B. Partners. The F stands for Faissola. 

It counts among its clients the Qatari 

government. With a stake of almost 10 

percent, the regime is the biggest 

shareholder in Deutsche Bank. According 

to recent reports, Faissola’s latest project 

is advising the Qataris on whether to 

boost that position—and extend his 

former employer a lifeline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TWO BANKER SUICIDES  
A Story for Conspiracy Fans 
WHO COMMITS SUICIDE 
BACKWARDS? 
In my research for information about 

Deutsche Bank and Monte dei Paschi last 

October , I came across an article 

concerning two fairly recent Banker 

suicides connecting both Deutsche and 

Monte dei Paschi.    

I debated whether to reprint this article 

concerning two somewhat relevant 

banker suicides, and decided readers 

might wish to know more, bearing in 

mind the (oblique!) references to them in 

the foregoing Bloomberg article, it might 

have spurred their interest.  At the time I 

read the article last October It certainly 

did mine,  

New CCTV evidence that only emerged 

last year and prompted the reopening of 

the inquest on his death, showed that the 

Banker Rossi, had apparently committed 

suicide by throwing himsefl out of a third 

(or fourth?) floor window – backwards! 

This really got me.  WHO Commits 

Suicide backwards? 

So out of interest I sent the article 

concerning these ‘suicides’ to an old 

contact of mine, Mike Levine, a former 

DEA agent and major investigator,who 

worked undercover for many years in 

South America, laying his life on the line 

many times, in the process reaping 

numerous commendations, but as a result 

had numerous ‘contracts’ put out on his 

life.  

He read the piece with interest and 

commented ”chilling”!   Later adding 

back then, one of his contacts, a CIA 

‘’asset’’, had warned him there was a 

local organisation that for a sufficently 

high price would carry out a ‘targeted 

(orchestrated) suicide’.   As he told me 

”That scared the hell out of me! ” 

Mike, since retiring has appeared as an expert 

witness/investigator in a number of high 

profile criminal cases in New York and 

elsewhere, and written several (true life) books 

about his experiences.  

I am not a conspiracy addict, although I 

do read a lot of dectective fiction, and I 

do love logical answers.  

Cases of suicides, unless they present 

suspicious circumstances, do not merit as 

much investigation as a case of murder.  

If to all appearances, a Coroner is 

satisfied that a person has taken their 

own life, the verdict is usually “suicide 

whilst the balance of mind was 

disturbed.” 

Murder, on the other hand, attracts a far 

more detailed investigation! In order to 

catch the perpetrators.  

Of course not everything in the world is 

logical.   See what you think. 

An Inside Look At Two 

"Unrelated" Banker 

Suicides Reveals A 
Fascinating Rabbit 

Hole 

 
Monte dei Paschi Banker – David Rossi 

“”It has been nearly four years since one 

of the most infamous, and still largely 

unexplained, banker "suicides" took 

place, the first in a series of many: we are 

talking about the death of the director of 

communications at Monte dei Paschi di 

Siena, David Rossi, who allegedly jumped 

to his death on March 6, 2013. 

This event has largely faded away from 

the public consciousness but here is a 

quick recap: David Rossi, who was the 

head of communications for Monte dei 

Paschi di Siena bank, which was founded 

in 1472 and which was then currently 

seeking to finalize its third bailout since 

the financial crisis, died after falling - or 

being pushed - from a third/fourth? floor 

window of the bank's headquarters in a 

14th century palazzo in the Tuscan city of 

Siena. 

The DAILY TELEGRAPH in March 2016  

reported that the Italian authorities were 

then re-opening the investigation into the 

purported suicide of the Banker David 

Rossi.  The Bank was currently seeking to 

finalize its third bailout since the financial 

crisis. 
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His death in March 2013 came at a time 

when the bank was pushed close to the 

brink of collapse over a scandal involving 

the loss of hundreds of millions of euros 

through risky investments. 

While a quickly cobbled together post-

mortem found that Rossi, 51, had killed 

himself, his family strongly suspected 

that he was murdered because he knew 

too much about the bank’s shady 

financial deals. As a result, this past year, 

prosecutors in Siena, where the bank is 

based, ordered his body to be exhumed 

and for the trajectory of his fall to be 

simulated, in an attempt to discover 

exactly how he died. 

The death itself was suspicious: when 

Rossi fell, or was pushed, from his office 

at exactly 7:59:23 pm on March 6, 2013, 

and landed in a darkened alleyway, he 

did not die immediately – he was alive for 

22 minutes, investigators believe. 

 
CCTV image before Rossi hit the ground – 

backwards! 

What made Rossi's death even more 

puzzling is that security camera footage, 

released years after his death, showed 

two shadowy figures appear at the end of 

the alley, apparently checking that there 

was no chance he would survive. 

The scandalous video emerged in public  

June 2016, when the Post's Michael Gray 

used it as the basis for an article asking 

"Why are so many bankers committing 

suicide?"  

Among the oddities revealed at the site of 

the alleged suicide is that the executive 

had bruises and scratches on his arms and 

wrists which suggested that he may have 

been gripped forcibly by one or two 

assailants before being pushed out of the 

window. On the back of his head was a 

deep, L-shaped gash suggesting he may 

have been hit with a blunt object before 

falling from the window. 

Three apparent suicide notes were found 

crumpled in a bin in his study, but 

Antonella Tognazzi, his widow, said they 

contained phrases that her husband 

would never have used. One of them 

said: “Ciao, Toni, my love. I’m sorry.” 

“He never called me Toni, he always 

called me Antonella,” his widow, who 

has long contended that her husband did 

not kill himself but was murdered, said.   

A handwriting expert who analyzed the 

notes said they seemed to have been 

written under duress.  

Another unexplained element is the fact 

that 33 minutes after Mr Rossi fell from 

his office window, a call was made on 

his mobile phone.  At exactly the same 

moment, the CCTV footage showed an 

object falling onto the ground and 

landing a few feet from the body; it was 

later found to be Mr Rossi’s watch, 

minus the strap. 

The recent emergence of the video has 

somewhat placated Rossi's widow, 

Antonella Tognazzi, who got her wish for 

a re-examination into the circumstances 

surrounding Rossi's death:  “We’ve been 

waiting a long time for the investigation 

to be reopened,” said Ms Tognazzi early 

last year quoted by the Telegraph. “It’s 

what we had been hoping for – it’s an 

important sign on the part of the 

judiciary. I have never believed he 

committed suicide.” 

The plot thickens when one digs into the 

details revealed by the footage captured 

on the surveillance video.  See above.  

The footage shows the three-story fall 

didn’t kill Rossi instantly. For almost 20 

minutes, the banker lay on the dimly lit 

cobblestones, occasionally moving an arm 

and leg. As he lay dying, two murky 

figures appear. Two men appear and one 

walks over to gaze at the banker. He 

offers no aid or comfort and doesn’t call 

for help before turning around and 

calmly walking out of the alley. 

Following the Post article, there was a 

scramble by the Italian press to explain 

that the two men had indeed been 

identified, and to suggest that the local 

police knew, all along who they were. In a 

statement, the prosecutor of Siena said 

that the video on the fall of David Rossi 

“being circulated on the internet 

corresponds to the one already acquired 

during the investigation”. Moreover, the 

two men seen near Rossi’s body in the 

video footage were already interviewed 

in the first phase of the investigation. 

“For final confirmation and to avoid any 

further speculation, we have decided to 

re-interview the two men in the video as 

part of the new investigation,” wrote the 

prosecutor. The two people in question 

are Giancarlo Filippone and Bernardo 

Mingrone. "The first, seen wearing a 

padded jacket, was a colleague and friend 

of David Rossi, while Mingrone, who is 

wearing a coat and remains in the 

background, was at the time a senior 

executive in the MPS finance 

department." 

Courtesy of the police inquest into the 

suicide can confirm the two individuals 

seen in the back alley where Rossi 

died, were indeed his former coworkers 

Giancarlo Filippone a manager at Monte 

Paschi and a friend of Rossi, and 

Bernardo Mingrone, the CFO of Monte 

Paschi. 

The police report notes the following 

testimony from Filippone, as recounted 

by Il Fatto Quotidiano: "I came from work 

at 18h and later I was contacted by the 

wife of Rossi who had not heard from her 

husband and begged me to go and call 

him. I sent him a text message at 19:41 (...) 

and got no response, so after waiting a bit 

I went to the office at 20:30 and when I 

entered the room I saw the window open, 

I looked below and saw David's lifeless 

body." 

Mingrone's testimony was also recorded: 

"At 20:40 on my way out I was talking on 

the phone, and just as I was in the 

hallway on the ground floor of the 

building heading towards the main exit, I 

met another man (Filippone) gesticulating 

dramatically and confused. The concierge 

mouthed the following words: "David 

Rossi" then "window", then after hanging 

up the phone he met with Rossi's 

colleague (Filippone, ed) who told me 

that David Rossi was thrown from the 

window. I asked the two where Rossi's 

office was located and to accompany me 

there asking if they had called an 

ambulance. I entered the office and I 

looked out the window seeing the body 

on the ground; at that point I called 118 

(emergency sevices) since I had been told 

that no one had called previously." 

That's the official version; the actual video 

evidence demonstrates no panic, and no 

distress from the two individuals, who 

calmly walk up to the dying body and 

then calmly walk away. The public 

prosector found little in the circumstances 

suspect, and as he detailed on June 17, 

there was no mystery as to the presence 

of the two men in the alley, where Rossi 
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was either pushed or had jumped on his 

own. 

Where some confusion does emerge, 

however, is that according to a different 

recount of events that night, Rossi did in 

fact speak to his wife Antonella whom he 

called at 19:02, one hour prior to the 

deadly fall, in which he did not speak as 

like someone who is going to commit 

suicide. To the contrary they were making 

dinner plans: "I will be home at 19.30. I 

already bought everything you need. But 

first I need to take the meatballs that I 

ordered for dinner. See you later." He 

would never make it home as he was 

dead shortly after. Adding to the 

confusion is that after his death a number 

was typed on his cell: 409909 which, 

according to his lawyer, may have been a 

computer access code. It is unclear what 

was being accessed or who typed in the 

code. 

But the question about the presence of the 

Monte Paschi CFO at the crime (or 

suicide) scene, is just one part of the 

mystery. 

Two days prior to Rossi's death, the 

communications director sent a cryptic 

email to the bank’s CEO, Fabrizio Viola 

according to Rossi's wife. “I want 

guarantees of not being overwhelmed by 

this thing,” he wrote. “We would have to 

do right away, before tomorrow. Can you 

help me?” As the post previously 

asked,"it remains a mystery what 

specifically Rossi thought could 

“overwhelm” him just before his death, 

but many have speculated that he was 

referring to Monte Paschi’s troubled 

financial position." 

Incidentally, Fabrizio Viola stepped down 

as Monte Paschi CEO just last November, 

as the bank was deep in the middle of its 

latest, third, bailout process. 

Furthermore, Rossi was a close confidant 

of former bank Chairman, Joseph 

Mussari, who was the driving 

force behind Monte Paschi’s 2008 $13 

billion purchase of Banca Antonveneta 

from Spain's Santander. Many banking 

analysts agreed at the time that Monte 

Paschi had overpaid for the acqusition, 

which incidentally was financed by 

Deutsche Bank. 

Adding to the mystery, in October 2014, 

an Italian court sentenced Mussari to 

three years and six months in jail for 

misleading regulators in relation to a 2009 

derivative trade with Nomura that 

prosecutors said was used to conceal 

losses. The court in Siena, where Italy's 

third-biggest lender is based, also 

sentenced former chief executive Antonio 

Vigni and ex-finance boss Gianluca 

Baldassarri to the same jail term. 

Prosecutors had asked for a seven-year 

jail sentence for Mussari and six years for 

Vigni and Baldassarri. 

Prosecutors had accused Mussari, Vigni 

and Baldassarri of hiding a document 

known as a mandate agreement, which 

prosecutors and regulators said made 

clear that the derivative, called 

Alexandria, was linked to the acquisition 

of 3 billion euros worth of long-term 

Italian government bonds by Monte dei 

Paschi. The link between the two trades 

meant they should have received 

different accounting treatment, which 

would have shown heavy losses. 

Alexandria and two other derivatives 

trades ultimately forced Monte Paschi to 

restate its accounts and book a loss of 730 

million euros on its 2012 results. 

New management at the bank, now 

working on a plan to fill the 2.1-billion-

euro capital hole, has said it only 

discovered the existence of the mandate 

agreement when it was found in a safe in 

Vigni's former office in October 

2012, more than three years after it was 

signed. 

If so far this all appears very confusing, is 

because it indeed is. 

Where it gets even more confusing is that 

in January 2016, three executives from 

Deutsche Bank, which as we now know 

was very intimately involved with some 

of the illegal derivative transactions 

undertaken by Monte Paschi, were also 

implicated civilly, including Michele 

Faissola, the head of Private & Asset 

Wealth Management at Deutsche 

Bank— charged by Italian authorities 

with colluding with the troubled Monte 

Paschi in falsifying accounts, 

manipulating the market and 

obstructing justice. 

Prosecutors have been reconstructing 

how Monte Paschi’s former managers 

misrepresented the lender’s finances in 

the years before it sought a government 

bailout. The misrepresentation first came 

to light in January 2013 when Bloomberg 

reported that Monte Paschi used a 

transaction with Deutsche Bank, the 

infamous Santorini (profiled here and by 

Bloomberg, previous article), to mask 

losses from an earlier derivative contract. 

The bank the same year had to restate its 

accounts 

Faissola denied the charges. 

 
Michele Faissola, formerly head of Private & 

Asset Wealth Management 

Faissola, whose roles included overseeing 

rates and commodities, was put in charge 

of Deutsche Bank’s combined asset and 

wealth management division in 2012 

when Anshu Jain and Juergen Fitschen 

took over as co-chief executive officers of 

the Frankfurt-based lender. Deutsche 

Bank on Oct. 18 said Faissola would leave 

after a transition period; his departure 

came just a few months after the sudden 

resignation of Co-CEOs Anshu Jain and 

Jurgen Fitschen in June 2015; it is said that 

Faissola was their close protege. 

The recently troubled Deutsche Bank was 

itself charged by Italy for market 

manipulation and creating false accounts. 

Additionally, the name Faissole emerged 

once again, when as Bloomberg reported, 

six current and former managers of 

Deutsche Bank, including Michele 

Faissola, Michele Foresti and Ivor 

Dunbar, were charged in Milan for 

colluding to falsify the accounts of Italy’s 

third-biggest bank, Monte Paschi and 

manipulate the market. 

Here is where things get interesting. 

Michele Faissola was a coworker of one 

William S. Broeksmit. By way of 

background, Broeksmit had two stints at 

Frankfurt-based Deutsche Bank, first from 

1996 to 2001, then from 2008 until his 

retirement in September 2013, having 

previously worked at Merrill Lynch. 

When he rejoined the bank in 2008 it was 

in a newly created position, head of 

portfolio risk optimization. In 2012, as 

Jain and Fitschen prepared to take over as 

CEOs, the duo advanced Broeksmit’s 

name to become the new chief risk officer. 

The bank retreated on his nomination 

after German financial regulator BaFin 

raised concerns that Broeksmit’s lack of 

experience managing a large number of 

employees. 

Broeksmit worked as a consultant from 

his retirement until Janury 28, 

2014... when the body of the 58 year old 
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was found hanging in his London flat 

from a dog leash tied to the top of a 

door. He had just committed 

suicide..Financial papers had been strewn 

about the scene of his suicide, and on a 

dog bed near the body were a number of 

notes to family and friends. One was 

addressed to Deutsche Bank CEO Anshu 

Jain, with an apology. That note offered 

no clue as to the reason he was sorry. 

And this is where the story gets even 

more fascinating: the abovementioned  

Michele Faissola, who was instrumental 

in helping Monte Paschi arrange its 

various derivative deals with Deutsche 

Bank, was the first to arrive at the 

gruesome scene of Broeksmit's suicide 

in 2014.   When he arrived at the South 

Kensington home, he immediately began 

going through the bank papers and read 

the suicide notes. 

This is known because it was recounted 

later to the writer Tyler Durden of 

www.zerohedge.com by Val Broeksmit, 

the son of the deceased high-ranking 

Deutsche Bank banker. Val also  

provided the police report of David 

Rossi's death, and various other key 

notes as he has tried to piece together 

over the years how and why his father 

committed suicide. 

While there is no evidence Faissola was 

involved in any misconduct related to 

Broeksmit’s death, Val wonders what, if 

anything, Faissola had been searching for. 

The reason why this story, which has seen 

bits and pieces float around over the past 

3 years, is reemerging is because now that 

both the insolvent Monte Paschi is in the 

news, after its ongoing third bailout, and 

now nationalisation, not to mention the 

significantly troubled Deutsche Bank is 

also a daily source of market stress, the 

fact that two bankers who were 

intimately familiar and certainly 

involved in many of the transactions 

between Deutsche Bank and Monte 

Paschi, and which have been deemed 

illegal and are being prosecuted by the 

Italian state, have committed suicide, is 

worth bringing to the public's attention. 

What is fascinating, is not only how 

interconnected the fates of Deutsche Bank 

and Monte Paschi have been over the 

years - two banks that have each seen a 

dramatic, high ranking suicide in recent 

years - but also how far the political 

process has pushed to preserving a cone 

of silence surrounding these events: 

recall that on September 1, Milan 

prosecutors for alleged market 

manipulation and false accounting 

against the chief executive of Monte 

Paschi, Fabrizio Viola, and the bank's 

former chairman, Alesandro Profumo; a 

probe that was launched just several 

weeks prior. As noted above, Viola 

quietly resigned from his post shortly 

after the announcement. 

Most importantly, while investigators on 

both the UK and Italian side have been 

quick to dismiss the banker deaths as 

open and shut cases of suicide, papers 

later perhaps will reveal not just how 

deep the rabbit hole truly goes, linking 

the oldest and biggest European banks 

through two still largely unexplained 

suicides, but also what is hidden behind 

Deutsche Bank's mirrored facade. 

Now it is a given that loved ones, close 

relatives of suicides never want to think 

that their husband/wife, would ever want 

to commit suicide.  And very often, 

despite close relationships, they did not 

really know what was going in the life, 

emotions of their loved one, the 

pressures, particularly business ones, 

before they committed suicide.  Ask the 

Samaritan organisation who try and help 

people who feel suicidal. 

But just sometimes suicides don’t really 

add up.  

 

HANGING BY A THREAD 
By SIMON EVELEIGH  
Despite their patchy form continuing 

through December and January, Toulon 

are still alive in both domestic and 

European competition, but only just. 

In the Top 14, they are in fifth place, only 

four points behind third-placed 

Montpellier and, therefore, they are still 

on course to make the end of season play-

offs. However, there are three or four 

teams breathing down their necks and it 

would only take one or two results to go 

the wrong way for Toulon to find 

themselves out of the reckoning. 

As with the early part of the season, 

Toulon’s form was very erratic in 

December and January, with home 

victories over Bordeaux-Bègles and 

Racing 92, narrow defeats at Montpellier 

and at home to La Rochelle and a real 

drubbing at Clermont. If they are to 

challenge for honours this season, they 

will need to be more consistent. 

Toulon’s most recent outing was a home 

defeat to this season’s surprise package, 

La Rochelle. As a rugby fan it is good to 

see the two teams that play the most 

attractive rugby (La Rochelle and 

Clermont) sitting top of the table, but if 

Clermont’s position in the league does 

not come as a shock to anyone, the same 

certainly cannot be said for La Rochelle. 

The problem for Toulon supporters is that 

these two teams have now opened up a 

gap which looks increasingly unlikely to 

be bridged by the chasing pack, so the 

best that the rest can hope for is a home 

play-off by virtue of finishing third or 

fourth (rather than an automatic semi-

final spot, given to the top two). 

Looking on the bright side, of Toulon’s 

remaining nine fixtures, five are at home 

and they have already played all of the 

current top three twice. 

In Europe, Toulon have qualified for the 

knock out stages, which is no mean 

achievement in itself, having opened their 

campaign with a home defeat.  

Toulon went into their final Champions 

Cup group game knowing that a point 

would be sufficient to see them through. 

The only problem was that the match was 

away to reigning champions Saracens, 

who have not lost a European fixture 

since April 2015. 

Toulon started very well and twice the 

video referee was needed to decide if they 

had scored or not. Unfortunately, neither 

of these decisions went Toulon’s way and 

gradually Saracens played themselves 

into the game. The only try of the match 

was scored by Chris Ashton, who will be 

wearing Toulon’s colours next season. 

Despite a few scares, a 10-3 defeat was 

enough to give Toulon the point they 

needed.  

The problem is that qualifying as one of 

the best runners-up means that Toulon 

are away from home in the quarter-final 

and their opponent is none other than 

Clermont. Having been completely 

outplayed by Clermont in their 30-6 

defeat a few weeks ago, Toulon will be 

happy that that match will be played in 

two months’ time (over the first weekend 

of April), giving them, hopefully, time to 

string some consistent performances 

together. 

Toulon only play once in the month of 

February, at home to Lyon on 18th. That is 

because, the 6 Nations takes centre stage 

from 4th February until 18th March. 

It all starts at Murrayfield when Scotland 

host Ireland, with the curtain coming 

down in Dublin six weeks later. 
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On form, that final match between Ireland 

and England could well be a 

championship decider, but this unique 

tournament has thrown up more than one 

surprise in the past and the other four 

nations will be hoping to have their say.  

French and Scottish supporters will 

expect their teams to build on the 

positives that came out of their autumn 

internationals, whilst Wales will be 

hoping that the poor showing pre-

Christmas was just a question of adapting 

to life without Lions’ coach, Warren 

Gatland. Conor O’Shea’s Italy will, once 

again, be favourites for the wooden 

spoon, but with three home matches they 

will be confident of upsetting the form 

book on at least one occasion. 

However, England and Ireland are 

ranked second and fourth in the world 

respectively and it would be a big 

surprise if one of these two countries does 

not come out on top at the end. 

The added incentive for all the teams this 

year is that the 2019 World Cup draw will 

be made after the tournament and world 

rankings at that time will determine who 

your likely opponents are. 

Wales are currently ranked 5th, Scotland 

7th and France 8th, 0.22 points ahead of 

Argentina. The Pumas do not play again 

before the draw, so their points tally will 

not move. However, the 6 Nations gives 

all the European teams the chance to gain 

or lose points. 

This is important as teams are drawn 

randomly, with one from each block of 

four in each of the four groups. Ireland 

and England will be expecting to cement 

their places in the top four. A good 

tournament for Wales, Scotland or France 

could see them break into that group, but, 

that is probably only a realistic possibility 

for the Welsh. Scotland and France will 

want to improve their ranking and will be 

determined not to slip out of the top 

eight.  

Three rounds will have been played by 

the next time I write and some hopes and 

dreams may already have been shattered 

by that time. 

Whoever you support, enjoy the action 

 

WEEK ONE 

Saturday 4th February 2017 

Scotland v Ireland at BT Murrayfield 

Stadium, Edinburgh 3:25pm - BBC 

England v France at Twickenham Stadium, 

London 5:50pm - ITV 

Sunday 5th February 2017 

Italy v Wales at Stadio Olimpico, Rome 3pm 

(GMT) – ITV 

WEEK TWO 

Saturday 11th February 2017 

Italy v Ireland at Stadio Olimpico, Rome 

3:25pm (GMT) - ITV 

Wales v England at Principality Stadium, 

Cardiff 5:50pm - BBC 

Sunday 12th February 2017 

France v Scotland at Stade de France, Paris 

4pm (GMT) - BBC 

WEEK THREE 

Saturday 25th February 2017 

Scotland v Wales at BT Murrayfield 

Stadium, Edinburgh 3:25pm - BBC 

Ireland v France at Aviva Stadium, Dublin 

5:50pm - ITV 

Sunday 26th February 2017 

England v Italy at Twickenham Stadium, 

London 4pm - ITV 

WEEK FOUR 

Friday 10th March 2017 

Wales v Ireland at Principality Stadium, 

Cardiff 9:05pm - BBC 

Saturday 11th March 2017 

Italy v France at Stadio Olimpico, Rome 

2:30pm (GMT) - ITV 

England v Scotland at Twickenham 

Stadium, London 3pm - ITV 

WEEK FIVE 

Saturday 18th March 2017 

Scotland v Italy at BT Murrayfield Stadium, 

Edinburgh 1:30pm - BBC 

France v Wales at Stade de France, Paris 

3:45pm (GMT) - ITV 

Ireland v England at Aviva Stadium, Dublin 

6pm - ITV 

OMG.  OMG.   OMG.   
DONALD TRUMP IS 
PRESIDENT OF THE 
USA! 

BUT THEN THE 
ALTERNATIVE WAS NOT 
ALL THAT WONDERFUL ! 
I am no fan of Trump, but then again, no 

matter how much scorn, insults, jokes are 

made at his expense, and boy are they 

being piled on, it still remains, despite 

him supposedly being so stupid, guys, 

HE WON THE ELECTION! 

Well there goes the TTIP trade 

agreements between the EU and USA - 

after how many years of wasted 

negotiations – it is totally up the Swanee 

river.    Although this agreement was 

totally dead in the water before Trump 

got elected.   Ultimately he is a successful 

businessman, not a political apparatchik. 

And if the voters did not know what they 

were voting for, that is their fault.   

Now, there is recrimination from all 

quarters, just like after the Brexit vote, the 

dreadful remainers and remoaners, going 

on and on and on!  One would like to say 

to them all “Get a life, live with it.   That 

is how democracy is supposed to work.“ 

We are all in for a very rock n’roll ride! 

BREAKING : Following the ban of people 

from certain countries entering the USA, 

all the taxi drivers in New York, at the 

airports, went on strike.So no one in the 

greater New York area can get a taxi, as it 

turns out that virtually all the drivers are 

Muslim – what a hoot.  How to bring a 

great city to a standstill.  

  

THE BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT NETWORK OF 

THE VAR (BSN) 

This organisation exists to support not only 

the bereaved, but also those who are 

terminally ill, & their families/friends. 

If you, or someone you know, could benefit 

from our confidential support, then please 

contact Sandra- 04 94 84 64 89 / 06 32 35 31 

24 - email info@bsnvar.org- 

or go to our web site www.bsnvar.org 

for further information. 

 

L’Oasis Christian FellowshipL’Oasis Christian FellowshipL’Oasis Christian FellowshipL’Oasis Christian Fellowship    

LORGUES 
Part of the Anglican Church 

of Lorgues with Fayence 
2

nd
 Sunday at “Arc-en-Provence” 

1801 Chemin des Pailles Lorgues 

4th Sunday at Notre Dames des Anges 

17 Avenue des Quatre Pierres - Lorgues followed by 

bring & share lunch. 

Contact Rev Peter or Shirley Massey 

O4 94 73 93 37 or 06 87 94 04 83 

Website www.lorgueswithfayence.org 

 

Fellowship of the AscensionFellowship of the AscensionFellowship of the AscensionFellowship of the Ascension    

MONTAUROUX 
Part of the Anglican Church 

of Lorgues with Fayence 
1

st
, 3

rd
 Sundays11 an at The Presbytery Montauroux 

37 Rue St Brigitte, followed by bring and share 

lunch 

Contact Rev Peter Massey 0494 739337 

or Hilary Rost at 0494 477067 

Website www.lorgueswithfayence.org 

 

Is ALCOHOL a problem for you? 

Did you know that there are local  

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings in English,  

weekly in  Lorgues, St. Tropez & 

St. Raphael. Information 

08 20 200 257 

&  www.aariviera.org 

 



FOR SALE: FURNITURE & HOUSEHOLD ITEMS and 

WANTED: DRY STORAGE SPACE + 

MAN WITH A VAN FOR REMOVALS 

 
Numerous items of furniture for sale all in good condition: 

Two single beds, double beds, double sofa bed, bed side 

tables, leather armchairs, wooden coffee table, small 

desk, garden furniture and more. To view some of the 

items, please go to: www.novasol.com  

& type in Ref: FCV725 

Please contact: Anne Webster Tele: 0494 673029  

or 00 44 1491836522 Mobile: 00 44 7786542553  

Email: anne.webster@btinternet.com 

 

 
 
Read all about what happens in the Var, where and When! with 
the VAR VILLAGE VOICE! Plus entertaining articles! Plus 
important News for Expats.  
 Why not give it as a Gift? 

Don’t forget Subscribers can advertise their 
rental property for FREE on the VVV Website  
www.varvillagevoice.com  
“Villa Rentals” 
Don’t miss out - Use the VVV website – 
Look at the Stats. hits going up by the 
month! 
Tell your friends -  
So easy to subscribe: 

€20 only Internet issue 
contact Editor: 

 Anita Rieu-Sicart,  
1142 Route des Miquelets, 83510 LORGUES.  

anita@varvillagevoice.com 
or: 04 94 04 49 60 

www.varvillagevoice.com 
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